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The spectra of hardy quanta with energies lying between 4 and 10 MeV and emitted as are
sult of 18 to 1500 eV resonance neutrons by Ba135 are measured with a single-crystal scin
tillation spectrometer and a three-dimensional analyzer. An appreciable anomaly is observed 
in the intensity of the transitions to the ground and first excited levels. The intensities of 
these two transitions for 11 resonances in Ba135 are determined, and possible explanations of 
the observed anomaly of the 24.5-eV resonance are presented. 

WE used the procedure described essentiallyin[l] 
to measure the hard y rays due to the capture of 
resonant neutrons of Ba135 with a single-crystal 
scintillation spectrometer. The measurements 
were made with the IBR reactor of the Joint Insti
tute of Nuclear Research with a time resolution 
0.4 and 0.12 J.LSec/m. The three-dimensional spec
trum was recorded with a new improved multi
dimensional analyzer with magnetic tape. We used 
in our experiments the record of 128 pulse-height 
and 256 time channels. The measurements were 
made on samples with cross section areas 120 and 
240 cm 2 of barium oxide of natural composition in 
powdered form. We investigated those resonances 
which were known to belong to the isotope Ba135 • 

The measurement covered the y-ray spectrum 
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region from 4 MeV to the neutron binding energy 
(9.23 MeV). 

MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

Figure 1 shows the time spectra obtained by us 
for different y-ray energies. By way of an example, 
Fig. 2 shows the renormalized pulse-height spectra 
for three different resonances of Ba 135 . 

The table lists data on the partial widths q~ for 
the energies 9.23 and 8.40 MeV for 11 resonances. 
In those cases where the exact value could not be 
determined, an upper limit is given. The absolute 
value of r~ for the 24.5-eV resonance and for 
9.23 MeV energy was determined from the total 
number of pulses at the total-absorption peak for 
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FIG. 1. Time spectra for the capture of neutrons by 
Ba' 35 : A - spectrum corresponding to the integral am
plitude spectrum of the rays with energies from 4 to 
10 MeV; B- with energies from 7.3 to 10 MeV; C
spectrum corresponding to a y-ray energy of 9.23 MeV 
with amplitude window 500 keV (the peak energies are 
given in electron volts). The resolution of the neutron 
spectrometer was 0.12 p.sec/m. 
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FIG. 2. Amplitude "sections" through the three di
mensional spectrum: A - in the 106-eV resonance, 8 - in 
the 82-eV resonance, C - in the 24.5-eV resonance. 

the 9.23 MeV energy. We used the values of r and 
r n from the Hughes charts [ 2] supplementing them 
with data obtained in the measurements of the group 
of L. B. Pikel'ner (private communication). The 
product 4irAS'i" which is necessary for the calcula
tions was determined experimentally from the cap
ture of neutrons by boron, using the same geometry 
(4ir-neutron flux at the energy of the investigated 
resonance, Aft -average solid angle in which the 
y rays strike the spectrometer crystal). The par
tial radiation widths ryi for the remaining resonan
ces were calculated from the formula 

r .* _ r . NviloCf>,(Eo) 
'~' - yo Nvo Ii Cf>, {Ei) ' 

* where ryo is the partial radiation width for the 
24.5-eV resonance, Ny-the number of pulses in 
the total absorption peak for the 9.23 MeV energy, 
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I-area of the resonance determined from the 
parameters given in [ 2•3], and 4ir(E) is the neutron 
flux at the corresponding resonance energy. The 
zero subscript pertains to the 24.5-eV resonance, 
while i pertains to the remaining resonances. 

A striking feature of the obtained spectra is the 
large intensity of the y transitions to the ground 
and first-excited levels in the 24.5-eV resonance. 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

The ground state level of Ba135 has spin 3/2 and 
positive parity. It follows therefore that the 
s-neutron is captured into the 1+ or 2+ level of 
Ba136• Inasmuch as the ground level of Ba136 has 
spin and parity o+, and the first excited level of 
vibrational character has spin and parity 2+ at 
830 eV, [3] they transitions to the ground and first 

Resonances of Ba135 

Energy En, eV 
rn. 

Ey =9.23 MeV Ey =8.40 MeV 

From[2] I Our MeV, from[2 ] 

I I 
measure- ry•· MeV 10' ry•;ry ry•. MeV 10• ry•;ry 

ments 

I 
24.5 24.5±0,2 9,8 10.5±2.5 9.2 7.5±3 6.5 
82 81,9±0.3 165 0.0 o:o 0,2±0.05 o:1a 
88 88,2±0.3 51 <0,1 <0,07 0.1±0.05 0.07 

1061) 106.3±0.5 150 0,25±0.1 0.17 0.8±0.2 0.55 
223 228±1 41 0.3±0.1 0.2 0.4±0.1 0,26 
287 290±1 320 <0.2 <0,15 <0.15 <0.1 
318 324±2 100 0,3±0.1 .0.2 <0.4 <0,25 
382 - 260 <0.3 <0.2 - -
412 - 400 <0.2 <0.15 <0,5 <0.35 
467 - 140 <0.5 <0.35 - -
516 - 130 <0.3 <0.2 - -

Thermal neutrons - - -0.1 - -0.1 

l)The fraction belonging to the 103-eV resonance of Ba136 was not subtracted. 
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excited levels in Ba 136 are of type M1 or E2. From 
the known data [ 4] on the average values of the par
tial widths for M1 transitions in this region of 
nuclei we can expect the intensities of the y tran
sitions with energy 9.23 and 8.40 MeV to constitute 
several tenths of one percent per single neutron 
capture. The intensity of the E2 transitions will 
even be much smaller. The observed transition 
intensities for all the investigated resonances, with 
the exception of 24.5-eV, do not contradict these 
estimates (see the table). In the capture of thermal 
neutrons one observes [ 5] intensities which differ 
by approximately 0.4% for the two transitions. 

Thus, the 24.5-eV resonance is a clear-cut 
anomaly. The anomaly in the intensity of the tran
sitions at the 24.5-eV resonance cannot be readily 
reduced to a fluctuation, since the intensity of the 
transition to the ground state is approximately 40 
times the average value for the remaining resonan
ces and the probability of the appearance of such 
a fluctuation from the Porter-Thomas distribution 
at v = 1 is negligibly small: B(X > 40) < 3 x 10-to. 
Simultaneous fluctuation of the partial widths of the 
two transitions is even less probable .. 

Let us consider other possible explanations, as
suming first that the 24.5-eV resonance is an 
s-wave resonance. 

A. Starting with the notions of Weisskopf 
(see[6J), the anomalous intensity can be attributed 
to the fact that a neutron is captured into a purely 
single-particle or, conversely, purely vibrational 
level. For such pure transitions we can expect an 
increase in the matrix elements up to the maximum 
value given in[6J. However, the observation of such 
pure levels at excitation energies near 9 MeV has 
very low probability, and in the region of medium 
and heavy nuclei not a single case of this kind has 
yet been observed. In addition, in the case of a 
purely collective level we can expect a spin 2+, but 
in such a case the E2 transition 2+ ----.. 2+ remains 
super-allowed, the intensity of the 2+- o+ transi
tion being normal or even suppressed (Figure 3). 

B. The equality of the intensities of the 9.23 and 
8.40-MeV transitions at the 24.5-eV resonance 
indicates that the spin of this resonance is more 
likely to be equal to unity. This is due to the fact 
that the transitions of the type M1 usually have (for 
not purely collective levels) a greater probability 
than E2 transitions. 

If we assume that the only resonance with spin 
and parity 1+ from among those listed in the table 
is at 24.5 eV, then we can assume that for I= 1 the 
distance between the levels is much larger than for 
I = 2. In this case we can expect an increase in the 
partial radiation width due to the factor D z/D0 in 
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FIG. 3. Possible multipolarities of the transitions at suit

able values of the spin and parity in the case of the 24.5-eV 
resonance. 

the formulas for the radiation widths. [ 6] For the 
M1 transitions we have 

r.,(M1) ~ E.,3l5z/ Do, 

where Ey is the energy of the y quantum; D z and 
D0 are the distances between the levels of the 
corresponding spin at the capture energy and in 
the region of the level to which the transition takes 
place. Contradicting the proposed explanation is 
the fact, established in the measurements of the 
Pikel'ner group, that a reduced value of the total 
radiation width (r y = 115 MeV) appears in the 
24.5-eV resonance, compared with the remaining 
resonances (ry = 150 MeV). In addition, the same 
group measured the spin of the 287-eV resonance 
and found it to be 1+. 

C. The anomalous intensities of the transitions 
could be easily attributed to the capture of neutrons 
into a level with spin 1 and negative parity, i.e., 
capture of p-neutrons. In such a case both transi
tions will be of type E1 (Fig. 3). The values of the 
observed partial widths correspond well to the ex
pected values for E1 transitions. In this case, 
however, the contradictions are brought about by 
the large neutron widths of the 24.5-eV level. 

The reduced neutron width for p-neutrons in the 
24.5-eV resonance assumes a value rn1 = 27 eV. 
The average value of the reduced neutron width for 
the case of 80 neutrons is equal to 

rni = 2·10-•J5]. 

If we consider the case of a large distance be
tween levels with spin r, say D1_ ~ 104 eV, then X = 
r n1/f nt ~ 15, and the probability of the appearance 
of such a level at v = 1 is small: B(X > 15) < 2 
x 10-4. In addition, in measurements of the total 
neutron cross sections with a thick sample (the 
Pikel'ner group) an interference was observed, 
which can be attributed to interference between 
the potential and resonant distance. Such a phe
nomenon contradicts the notion of p-neutron cap
ture. 

Complete agreement with the previously obtained 
experimental facts could be obtained under the as
sumption that we are dealing here with a phenom
enon involving accidental degeneracy of the level 
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with respect to parity. In order to make a final 
conclusion concerning the nature of the interesting 
24.5-eV resonance, the experimental material is 
still insufficient at present, and therefore experi
ments are under way for the determination of the 
multipolarity of the transition and the parity of the 
given level. 

In conclusion the authors thank F. L. Shapiro for 
interest in the work and valuable discussions during 
the evaluation of the results, G. P. Zhukov and 
V. G. Tishin for adjusting the multi-dimensional 
analyzer, and Ya. Gronik for help with the meas
urements and the data reduction. We are also 
grateful to L. B. Pikel'ner and his co-workers for 
reporting some experimental data. 
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